Broken Bones A Gripping
Serial Killer Thriller
Detective Kim Stone Crime
Thriller Series 7
Getting the books Broken Bones A Gripping Serial Killer
Thriller Detective Kim Stone Crime Thriller Series 7 now is
not type of challenging means. You could not without help going
following books heap or library or borrowing from your contacts
to read them. This is an utterly easy means to specifically acquire
lead by on-line. This online message Broken Bones A Gripping
Serial Killer Thriller Detective Kim Stone Crime Thriller Series 7
can be one of the options to accompany you similar to having
extra time.
It will not waste your time. admit me, the e-book will no question
aerate you supplementary concern to read. Just invest tiny times
to right to use this on-line notice Broken Bones A Gripping
Serial Killer Thriller Detective Kim Stone Crime Thriller
Series 7 as skillfully as evaluation them wherever you are now.

Stone Cold Heart - Laura
Griffin 2019-03-26
New York Times bestselling
author Laura Griffin “delivers
another top-notch thriller" (RT
Book Reviews) in her beloved
Tracers series, about a leading

forensic anthropologist who
uncovers eerie clues in a highstakes case that threatens to
deliver her to the doorstep of a
cold-blooded murderer. When
local rock climbers stumble
upon abandoned human bones
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in a remote Texas gorge, Sara
Lockhart is the first to get the
call. She has a reputation as
one of the nation’s top forensic
anthropologists, and police
detective Nolan Hess knows
she is just the expert he needs
to help unravel this case.
Although evidence is scarce,
Nolan suspects the bones
belong to a teenage climber
who vanished last summer. But
as Sara unearths strange clues,
she finds chilling similarities to
a case from her past—a case
that now threatens to rock
Nolan’s community. While Sara
digs deep for answers, the
stakes rise higher as another
young woman disappears
without a trace. Investigators
work against the clock as Sara
races to discover the truth,
even if her harrowing search
brings her face to face with a
stone-cold killer. With her
signature breathless pacing
and suspenseful twists and
turns, Stone Cold Heart
demonstrates why “Laura
Griffin never fails to put me on
the edge of my seat” (USA
TODAY).
Pretty Broken Dolls - Jennifer

Chase 2021-08-05
In the thin light of the moon,
the woman's limp body hangs
from the iron fence amongst
the redwoods. Looped over the
railings is the little gold locket
her mother gave her when she
turned sixteen. The picture of
the girl inside smiles out at a
future she'll never see... As day
breaks over the fairground,
Detective Katie Scott forces
herself to take in another
disturbing scene in front of
her. A woman, the same age as
her, found slumped in the
carriage of the Ferris wheel,
red lipstick dragged across her
lips, her throat cut. Katie
doesn't want to believe that the
serial killer picking off women
across the state has found their
way to the small town of Pine
Valley, California, but when her
team finds a gold engagement
ring hanging nearby, it's a
terrifying, but undeniable fact.
With a twisted killer on her
doorstep, Katie knows if she
doesn't act fast, she'll find
more women left out in the
cold like broken dolls. Her
team hit dead end after dead
end, but only she can see the
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vital link between the victims:
a connection with Katie herself.
Katie has spent years pushing
traumatic memories of her
years in the military far out of
reach, but she must confront
them now or more innocent
women will die. But as the
killer circles closer and closer
to Katie, what if the only
answer is to give him what he
wants? There must be another
way... Warning - This
absolutely unputdownable
thriller will keep you up all
night! Fans of Lisa Regan,
Rachel Caine and Melinda
Leigh better hold on tight for a
nail-biting rollercoaster ride!
Readers love Jennifer Chase:
'THERE WAS NO WAY I WAS
PUTTING THIS BOOK
DOWN!!!!!... I was literally
holding my breath... I HAD TO
KNOW!!!!! As for the explosive
ending WOW definitely not
what or who I was expecting.'
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
'Fantastic... had me glued to
the pages and I didn't want to
put it down... so gripping and
suspenseful and wonderfully
paced... A brilliant, nail-biting
and highly recommended read.'

Brianne's Book Reviews, 5
stars
The Advent Killer - Alastair
Gunn 2013-11-21
The Advent Killer is the
electrifying debut thriller from
British author, Alastair Gunn.
Christmas is coming. One body
at a time. Three weeks before
Christmas: Sunday, one a.m. A
woman is drowned in her
bathtub. One week later:
Sunday, one a.m. A woman is
beaten savagely to death, every
bone in her body broken.
Another week brings another
victim. As panic spreads across
London, DCI Antonia Hawkins,
leading her first murder
investigation, must stop a cold,
careful killer whose twisted
motives can only be guessed at,
before the next body is found.
On Sunday. When the clock
strikes one . . . A terrifying
British debut thriller, The
Advent Killer introduces DCI
Antonia Hawkins, with the
second in the series coming
from Penguin in 2014. Fans of
Chris Carter and Richard
Montanari should be paying
attention. Praise for The
Advent Killer: 'A truly terrifying
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debut novel' My Weekly
The Serial Killer's Wife - Robert
Swartwood
USA TODAY BESTSELLER
“This is a scary, thrilling, pageturning, race-against-the-clock
novel if ever there was one,
with a true shocker of an
ending. Miss this one at your
own peril.” — Blake Crouch,
New York Times bestselling
author of Dark Matter How far
would you go to save your
child? Five years ago Elizabeth
Piccioni’s husband was
arrested for being a serial
killer. Her life suddenly turned
upside down, she did what she
thought was best for her
newborn baby: she took her
son and ran away to start a
new life. Now, living in a quiet
part of the Midwest with a new
identity, Elizabeth is ready to
start over. But one day she
receives a phone call from a
person calling himself Cain.
Cain somehow knows about her
past life. He has abducted her
son, and if Elizabeth wants to
save him she must retrieve her
husband’s trophies — the
fingers he cut off each of his
victims. With a deadline of one

hundred hours, Elizabeth has
no choice but to return to the
life she once fled, where she
will soon realize that
everything she thought she
knew is a lie, and what’s more
shocking than Cain’s identity is
the truth about her husband.
Silent Scream - Angela
Marsons 2015-02-20
Find Her Alive - Lisa Regan
2020-04-15
Josie treads gently, careful not
to disturb the pile of perfect
white bones laid out in the
grass by her feet. Her voice is
little more than a whisper.
“No! Not my sister…”
Detective Josie Quinn hasn’t
heard from her sister since
Trinity stormed out of the
house in the heat of an
argument three weeks ago. So,
when human remains are found
at the remote hunting cabin
where Trinity was last seen,
Josie can only assume the
worst. Gathering her team,
Josie feels a surge of relief
when the dental records match
a different body – that of a
missing single mother from a
neighboring town. But now
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Josie’s is not the only broken
family desperate for answers.
Dusting the crime scene for
prints, a name smudged into
the side of a nearby car is the
first in a trail of clues Trinity
left for Josie. In need of a big
story to save her journalism
career, it seems Josie’s sister
was attempting to make
contact with a dangerous serial
killer known for creating
sculptures with his victim’s
bones. And Trinity won’t stop
until she’s found him, even if it
means becoming his next
masterpiece… Josie is certain
there’s a critical clue in the
ivory hair comb delivered to
Trinity just days before she
went missing. But as more
bones surface, each set more
likely to be Trinity’s than the
last, time is running out to find
her alive. Can Josie’s team
trust her instincts in a case
that is so deeply personal? Can
she find her sister without
putting other innocent lives in
danger? An unputdownable
crime thriller from an Amazon,
USA Today and Wall Street
Journal bestselling author that
will have you sleeping with the

light on. This gripping
rollercoaster ride is perfect for
fans of Angela Marsons, Robert
Dugoni and Rachel Caine.
Prepare to be totally hooked!
Readers adore Find Her Alive:
‘AMAZING… Love this author.
Love this series. Love this
book… I was on the edge of my
seat.’ Netgalley reviewer, 5
stars ‘You will find yourself
addicted as soon as you read
the first chapters, and with a
lightning-fast pace and an
abundance of action and plot
twists you will find it very hard
to stop reading… a true
rollercoaster ride… really
packs a punch. If you enjoy
intense and fast detective
thrillers, you should definitely
meet Josie Quinn!’ It’s All
About Books, 5 stars ‘Five sheknocked-it-out-of-the-ballpark
stars!!! Another fantastic
instalment to the Detective
Josie Quinn Series… This book
had it all - character
development, mystery,
suspense, drama… I was so
enthralled… captivating,
thought-provoking and well
researched.’ Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars ‘So amazing...
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it was impossible to just put
down… the way everything ties
together is genius… you won't
be disappointed.’ Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars ‘Hooked me
from the first page… tight, fastpaced, perfectly paced, wellresearched, highly explosive,
and always leaves you turning
'just one more page’… a wild
ride... a five star read from
beginning to end!’ Katie
Mettner, 5 stars ‘Get ready for
a rollercoaster of a ride… A
resounding 5 stars!!! Josie
Quinn, I want you on my side
always!!! The pages fly by… a
spellbinding eerie read. Love
it!!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars ‘This whole series is
AMAZING! This book was
exceptional… GREAT! I have
read every single one of these
books in less than two days.
Riveting and thrilling! Please
never stop writing! Ever!’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
Play Dead - Angela Marsons
2016-05-20
The dead don’t tell secrets…
unless you listen. The girl’s
smashed-in face stared
unseeing up to the blue sky,
soil spilling out of her mouth. A

hundred flies hovered above
the bloodied mess. Westerley
research facility is not for the
faint-hearted. A ‘body farm’
investigating human
decomposition, its inhabitants
are corpses in various states of
decay. But when Detective Kim
Stone and her team discover
the fresh body of a young
woman, it seems a killer has
discovered the perfect cover to
bury their crime. Then a
second girl is attacked and left
for dead, her body drugged and
mouth filled with soil. It’s clear
to Stone and the team that a
serial killer is at work – but just
how many bodies will they
uncover? And who is next? As
local reporter, Tracy Frost,
disappears, the stakes are
raised. The past seems to hold
the key to the killer’s secrets –
but can Kim uncover the truth
before a twisted, damaged
mind claims another victim?
The latest utterly addictive
thriller from the No.1
bestseller Angela Marsons.
Watch out for more from
Detective Kim Stone A
detective hiding dark secrets,
Kim Stone will stop at nothing
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to protect the innocent. Silent
Scream is the first book in the
series. What readers are saying
about Play Dead ‘I read this
book in one sitting, yes it really
was that good … the perfect
crime thriller, well plotted,
great characters, suspense …
and the most deviant and
chilling serial killer… Utterly
gripping and it's certainly
going to be in my top reads of
2016… 5 stars out of 5 plus a
glass of wine (to steady my
nerves, after reading such a
heart-pounding crime thriller).’
The Book Review Café ‘Wow,
wow, wow, I absolutely
freaking loved it and without a
shadow of doubt this is the best
one yet… with this one being
more gritty and tense. You
crime book fans are seriously
going to love it. If you haven't
read any yet this can be read
as a standalone although I
would advise reading the
series. It's too good not to
miss... I cannot recommend
this book enough it's flippin
fantastic or like they say in the
Black Country Supa' smashin'
great read!’ Chelle’s Book
Reviews ‘Hooks you and reels

you in… Life gets put on hold
until you've finished the latest
offering in her AMAZING Kim
Stone series… utterly
fantastic.’ Reading Room with
a View ‘Wow. Give me a minute
while I catch my breath,
because I've just finished the
latest Angela Marson's book…
Ingest it by any means, just
make sure you do. It is a
riveting, blood-tingling, pulse
pounding read that will take
you on the journey that will
play on your mind long after
you've finished reading.’
Caroline-Writes ‘This may well
be the best thriller I have ever
read. I could hardly breathe
with the suspense and it was
definitely a hardship to wrench
myself away from the action.’
Redheaded Bookworm ‘I defy
anyone to turn away from the
page. I was glued to this
book…a truly gripping and, at
times, terrifying story.’ Book
Addict Shaun ‘The best book
I've read all year so far… Dark,
intense, spine-tingling and
absolutely perfect.’ The
Bookshelf Blog ‘A thrilling,
tense and nail biting read.’
Best Crime Books & More
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‘Wow, I didn't think Angela
Marsons DI Kim Stone series
could get any better, but this
one really has blown me away!
Fast paced and tension filled, I
loved every second of this
rollercoaster of a ride. How
soon can the next one be
released? A highly
recommended 5 star read.’ Cal
Turner Reviews ‘Play Dead is
fast-paced, has a complex
mystery, and great, welldeveloped characters. I did not
want to put it down (so I just
kept reading).’ Bibliophile and
avid reader
Fatal Promise - Angela
Marsons 2022-08-18
Eeeny meeny, miney, moe. Who
lives, who dies only I know.
When the body of a doctor is
discovered brutally murdered
in local woodland, Detective
Kim Stone is shocked to
discover the victim is Gordon
Cordell - a man linked to a
previous case she worked on
involving the death of a young
school girl. Gordon has a
chequered past, but who would
want him dead? As the
investigation gets underway,
Gordon's son is involved in a

horrific car crash which leaves
him fighting for his life. Kim's
sure this was no accident. Then
the body of a woman is found
dead in suspicious
circumstances and Kim makes
a disturbing link between the
victims and Russells Hall
Hospital. The same hospital
where Gordon worked. With
Kim and her team still grieving
the loss of one of their own,
they're at their weakest and
facing one of the most
dangerous serial killers they've
ever encountered. Everything
is on the line. Can Kim keep
her squad together and find the
killer before he claims his next
victim? The killer is picking off
his victims at a terrifying pace,
and he's not finished yet. From
multi-million copy number one
bestseller Angela Marsons
comes another absolutely nailbiting, edge-of-your-seat crime
thriller. What readers are
saying about Fatal Promise:
'Marsons for me is the QUEEN
of this genre. She knows how
to add the human touch to each
story and I just adore her.
Bloody FABULOUS' Postcard
Reviews 'Oh my god!! I
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honestly have no idea how she
does it, but once again, Angela
has brought DI Kim Stone back
to life in all her fabulous glory!!
. . . Absolute masterpiece'
Goodreads Reviewer, FIVE
STARS 'Angela Marsons has
now been officially awarded my
Queen of Crime Writing
accolade following this book . .
. If you are going to read one
book this year then make it this
one . . . I guarantee you will
absolutely not regret it'
Stardust Book Reviews, FIVE
STARS
Stolen Ones - Angela Marsons
2021-11-11
Kim felt sickness sweep over
her as she watched little Grace
dust off her dirty hands. Blonde
curls tumbled around her face.
Then, Grace disappeared into
the crowd. Kim wanted to
pause the recording, run
outside and grab her to stop
what was about to happen. One
August afternoon, eight-yearold Grace Lennard skips into
the garden of the childcare
centre she attends and
vanishes into thin air. Rushing
to the scene of Grace’s
disappearance, Detective Kim

Stone finds a chilling piece of
evidence: the engraved heart
bracelet belonging to Melody
Jones – the little girl who was
taken from a playground
exactly twenty-five years ago.
Hours before, Steven Harte
had walked into Halesowen
police station and confessed to
having information that would
lead Kim to Melody. And he
told Kim she’d have a more
urgent problem to deal with
first. Now Kim must play
Steven’s twisted game if she’s
to find Grace alive. With only
twenty-four hours to make
every second of Steven’s
interrogation count, and scan
his behaviour for hidden clues,
Kim and her team soon link
Steven to the abduction of
several vulnerable girls – two
were kept for a year and then
released, unharmed – but
where are Melody and the
others? Then small bones are
discovered in the grounds of a
local park, and Kim fears the
worst. Kim may think she’s
close to convicting a killer, but
the case has got even more
complex. A chilling figure from
Kim’s past is about to reveal a
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shocking secret that will hit
her where it hurts the most.
Can Kim put aside her own
demons, save Grace and the
other missing girls before more
innocent lives are lost? An
edge-of-your-seat thriller that
will leave your heart in your
mouth. You will be totally
hooked on the utterly
addictive, number one, multimillion-copy bestselling
Detective Kim Stone series.
Read what everyone is saying
about Stolen Ones: ‘OMG what
a page turner. Heartbreaking,
chilling and utterly
compulsive… Hooked from the
first to the last page, constantly
holding my breath… another
explosive addition to this
gripping and very addictive
series.’ NetGalley reviewer,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘OMFG… Nail biting,
thrilling, and riveting the
author has pulled out all the
stops…deliciously satisfying.’
NetGalley reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘Wow… a cracker of a book… I
just loved this… was hooked
right from the start… there was
everything I loved in this
brilliant book... had me totally
immersed.’ Goodreads

reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Incredible. I
knew I would be hooked but
this exceeded my
expectations… had me shaking
my head and saying WTF…
Absolutely loved every moment
of this book.’ Goodreads
reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Wow - what a
brilliant page turner this had
me hooked from the first
chapter and kept me invested
throughout… gripping.’
NetGalley reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘Gripped me so deeply… I am
100% addicted… read within
24 hours. Kim Stone is my
idol… Totally compelling,
addictive.’ ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘OMG where
on earth am I meant to be able
to start with this…This book
was everything I wanted it to
be and more.’ Rachel’s Random
Reads, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Had me
devouring this story long into
the night… brilliant… I was
completely hooked… the best
Kim Stone book I've read.’
NetGalley reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I
absolutely loved this… pulls
you in straight away and
doesn't let you go until the last
page.’ Goodreads reviewer,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Genius… utterly
compelling… will have you
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gripped to the end… comes
with the mother of all twists!’
NetGalley reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘Loved loved loved it!… I could
not put this down.’ NetGalley
reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I’ve not
spoken to my husband in 3
days as this was far more
important. As always, this lived
up to all expectations… It’s all
there. And perfect. Clear your
diary. Just sit and enjoy’.
Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘Woo hoo!... superb… brilliant’
mandylovestoread, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Missing - Monty Marsden
2016-12-01
The search for a missing child
reveals she is not the only
one... A gripping serial killer
thriller for fans of Angela
Marsons and Jeffrey Deaver. In
a little village in Lombardy, it's
a cold November morning
when Ami steps out of her
house to go to school... and
never comes back. As soon as
her father raises the alarm, a
frantic search begins. The
investigation is led by Police
Commissioner Sensi. His men
immediately find a trail to
follow, but it soon proves to
lead nowhere. Three months

later, Police Commissioner
Sensi decides to visit Dr Claps,
an old friend and a renowned
criminologist, who guesses
from his first few words the
real reason for the visit. It's not
just about Ami;she's not the
only little girl to have
disappeared. What people are
saying about MISSING: 'A
brilliant gripping book I
couldn't put down. It's going to
be frustrating to wait for the
next one!' 'Full of twists and
turns, red herrings and an
ending I never guessed' 'Kept
me reading to the small hours,
very enjoyable' 'I am not sure I
am sufficiently experienced at
reviewing to actually do this
book justice, it was brilliant'
Twisted Lies - Angela Marsons
2021-05-13
‘OMG!!! SHUT THE FRONT
DOOR!!! WHAT ARE YOU
DOING TO US ANGELA!!!!
JUST WOW!!!! Seriously love,
love LOVED this book!!!!..I was
on the edge of my seat, biting
my nails whilst feeling my
heart pounding into the silly
hours of the morning...one of
the best books I have ever
read!!!’ Bookworm86, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
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Her stomach lurches as she sits
in the windowless room. He
throws her phone to the
ground, grinds it against the
floor with the heel of his shoe
and brings his face closer to
hers. There was no turning
back now, her life as she knew
it was gone. When Detective
Kim Stone is called to a local
business, what she sees leaves
her speechless. The photo on
the driving licence bears little
resemblance to the man laid
out before her, and she knows
she’s up against the most
twisted killer she has ever
encountered. But as she breaks
the devastating news to the
victim’s wife, Diane Phipps,
Kim can’t help feeling that
something isn’t quite right
about the woman’s reaction.
Twenty-four hours later, Diane
and the rest of the victim’s
family disappears into thin air.
Then a second body is found
staked to the ground in a local
nature reserve. Desperate to
crack the case open quickly,
Kim and her team unravel a
vital clue – a fiercely guarded
secret that links both victims
and could cost even more lives.

A secret that some police
officers are also protecting.
Faced with deceit from those
she should be able to trust,
family members who won’t
talk, and local reporter, Tracy
Frost, opening a can of worms
on the case of a woman
murdered by her husband a
year ago – Kim is in deep water
like never before. Kim must
find the motive if she is to find
the killer who is systematically
targeting his victims. But can
she unlock the shocking truth
and stop him before he strikes
again? An absolutely jawdropping crime thriller from
the number one, multi-millioncopy bestselling author of the
incredibly addictive Detective
Kim Stone series. What readers
are saying about Twisted Lies:
‘The jack, queen, king and ace
of crime fiction…It keeps on
delivering, and you can't stop
reading it until the fantastic
ending…Another mesmerizing
and riveting read! I find it
insulting to even rate it giving
between one to five stars,
because how many stars should
you give to the sun?’ The World
Is Ours To Read, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I must
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have uttered WTF out loud and
in full many times…this may
just be the best one in the
series so far. I read it one
afternoon…I devoured the
pages, and couldn't get
enough.’ Rachel’s Random
Reads, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘The most
gripping, complicated,
compelling and exciting outing
for Kim Stone yet. You really
won't be able to put it down.’
NetGalley reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘You
are thrown straight into the
action…I was invested in this
book from the first
page…gripping, thrilling and
the plot moves at a great
pace…my favourite book of the
year.’ NetGalley reviewer,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Gripping, clever,
unputdownable, thrilling and
the plot moves at a great
pace…I dare to say that this
one is the best of the fourteen
Kim Stone books…This book
deserves MORE THAN FIVE
STARS…’ Goodreads reviewer,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘You won’t want to put it
down until you’ve
finished…chilling, brutal and
stomach churning…I did find
myself reading open mouthed
as the plot begins to

unfold...will make your heart
beat faster and keep you
hooked from the first
page…Angela Marsons is
undoubtedly the Queen of
Crime!! Fab, fab, fab – what
more can I say!!’ Stardust Book
Reviews, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘WOW! Just
Wow! This book has taken me
on an emotional roller
coaster… I’ve definitely given
this book 6 out of 5.’ John’s
Book Shelf, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘Exceptional…I was hooked
from the very first
page…1000% recommend this
series and author.’ NetGalley
reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Each book
just gets better and better, I
always feel like doing a little
happy dance when I see a new
book is coming out…kept me
turning the pages at a rapid
rate, I read it in one sitting.
Kim and her team almost feel
like family…’ Goodreads
reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘You know it’s
a fantastic book when you start
it in the afternoon, hurry
through all your normal ‘life
chores’ in a race to get into
bed and continue
reading…totally worth a night
of uninterrupted, heart-
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pumping reading!’
BookwormCatLady, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Blood Mist - Mark Roberts
2015-08-13
'Dark, gripping and believable'
GRAHAM MASTERTON. Are
you looking for an addictive
serial killer thriller with a dark
twist? EVERY NIGHT, A
FAMILY DIES... While a
blizzard rages through the
streets of Liverpool, a family
are slaughtered in their beds.
Their mutilated bodies are
dragged onto the landing to
form a strange pattern. None
of the neighbours hears a
sound. EVERY NIGHT, SHE
TRIES TO SAVE THEM... DCI
Eve Clay and her Liverpool
team can't understand the
secret rituals of this killer. Who
would risk capture to arrange
their victims so precisely?
Somewhere in Eve's mind, a
long-buried memory flickers...
But this is no time for hunches.
She must find the killers before
they strike again. TIME IS
RUNNING OUT... First in the
gripping, original and inventive
Liverpool crime series
introducing DCI Eve Clay.
Reviews for Blood Mist:

'Intricate, fast-paced, with a
sense of the macabre ... A
genuinely innovative crime
writer' DAILY MAIL. 'Dark,
gripping and believable.
Roberts' intimate knowledge of
Liverpool makes the city into a
sinister character of itself'
GRAHAM MASTERTON. 'The
book is fantastic! It grips hold
of you right away ... A hard
hitting and disturbing tale. It
leaves you chilled, exhausted
and most definitely
uncomfortable' EUROCRIME.
'A fast-paced, chilling novel ...
Short chapters, crackling
dialogue and action that never
lets up for a single moment ...
Mark Roberts is what British
crime fiction has been looking
for' CRIMESQUAD. 'This is one
of the most thought-provoking,
powerful serial killing murders
I've ever read. It's brutal, but I
found that the plot was so
deep, so twisted, intense and
clever that there was no way I
could put the book down until
the final page' BESTSELLING
CRIME THRILLERS.
Circle of Bones - Malcolm
Richards 2021-04-13
When private investigator
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Blake Hollow finds the body of
a missing teenager on the
moors of rural Cornwall, a
deep-seated childhood trauma
is reawakened… For over 18
years, the veteran private eye
has been tormented by the
disappearance of her best
friend. Now, reluctantly back in
her hometown, Blake is
shocked to learn that the
daughter of another old school
friend has vanished. Troubled
by painful memories, Blake is
determined to find Lucy
Truscott alive. But her search
takes a tragic turn when she
stumbles upon the young
woman’s mutilated corpse. As
local police detectives hunt for
a cold-blooded killer, Blake is
convinced that Lucy isn’t the
first victim and launches her
own murder investigation. But
is she wasting precious time by
trying to connect the
disappearance of her childhood
friend to Lucy’s murder? Or
has Blake uncovered a secret
serial killer whose grisly
intentions are about to reach
terrifying new heights? Circle
of Bones is the first book in a
gritty and fast-paced British

crime thriller series featuring
tenacious private detective
Blake Hollow. “Creepy and
gripping…Richards returns
with another nail-biter set in
Cornwall; picturesque and
pretty, but with a dark
underbelly.” The Bookseller
Deadly Cry - Angela Marsons
2020-11-13
You have to stop me from
hurting anyone else. I don’t
want to do these horrible
things. Help me before I’m
forced to do it again. And I will
do it again because I have no
choice. I’ve never had a choice.
In a busy shopping centre, a
little girl clutches a teddy bear,
clinging to it in the absence of
her mother, Katrina. Hours
later, Katrina’s body is
discovered in an abandoned
building. For Detective Kim
Stone, it looks like a quick,
functional kill. But Kim’s
instincts tell her there’s more
to this senseless murder than
meets the eye. What was the
motive for killing a young
mother out shopping with her
child? Days later, a second
victim is found in a local park,
her neck broken just like
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Katrina’s and her six-year-old
son missing. With her
colleague, Detective Stacey
Wood, working on another
unsolved crime and a member
of the team grieving the loss of
a close relative, Kim is
struggling to make inroads on
what is fast becoming a
complex case. And when a
handwritten letter from the
killer lands on Kim’s desk
addressed to her, and pleading
for help, she knows time is
running out to bring the little
boy home alive. With the
support of a handwriting
analyst and profiler, Kim and
the team begin to get inside
the mind of the killer and make
a shocking discovery. Some of
the victims have scratch marks
on their wrists. But these are
no random scratches. The killer
is using them to communicate
with someone. The question
is… with whom? And if Kim
doesn’t find them soon, another
innocent soul will die. The
multi-million-copy bestselling
Detective Kim Stone series is
every bit as addictive, original
and exciting as readers say and
you’ll be hooked from the very

first page. Nobody does it
better than the Queen of
Crime, Angela Marsons. Read
what everyone is saying about
Deadly Cry: ‘Whoopee The
queen of crime is back…this
book is a reminder to all her
fans what a brilliant crime
series this is…Unlike some long
running crimes series, each
book always brings something
new to the table, whether it be
its characters, the plot, or jaw
dropping moments that take
the reader by surprise.’ The
Book Review Café, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘Utterly fabulous! I loved this
book so much. The whole
series is fantastic and it just
gets better and better with
every book. Read this in one
sitting as I was literally glued
to it. Highly recommend, if I
could give it more than 5 stars
I would.’ Linda Strong Book
Reviews, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Angela
Marsons writes the type of
books that I will literally drop
everything just so I can read
it.’ Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘I honestly don’t know how
Angela Marsons gets better
and better with each book…My
jaw dropped over and over
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again and I’m just sitting here
so shocked at the end!’ With A
Book In Our Hand, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I
could read Kim Stone books
every day and never get bored,
I read this in a day as couldn't
put it down.’ NetGalley
reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Angela
Marsons is the Queen of Crime,
and every police team needs a
Kim Stone! With a strong, fast
paced storyline, this book will
bring tears to your eyes, then
have you covering those same
eyes for fear of what may
happen on the next page!!’
stardustbookreviews, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘Reading this series is like
catching up with old
friends…Yet another brilliant
work by the amazing Angela
Marsons!’ Goodreads reviewer,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Oh how much have I
missed Kim Stone… you are
guaranteed a story that will
grab a hold of you from the
start and keep you invested in
the outcome right to the very
last page.’ Jen Med’s Book
Reviews, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Quite simply,
Angela Marsons is THE
QUEEN of Crime
Fiction…Every book of Angie’s
is a masterpiece of storytelling,

each so different in theme and
incredibly enjoyable to read.’
Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I
really love this series. It’s like
catching up with friends when I
start a new book.’ Alice May
Reviews, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘This is a series
that I will never get tired of.
The author has a real talent of
keeping each book fresh and
exciting with characters you
can't help but root for. Long
live Kim Stone!’ Goodreads
reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Face of Evil - George Morris
De'Ath 2021-02-11
If you play games with a
killer... you can't afford to lose.
Looking for a subject for her
book about evil, Lydia Tune
travels to the infamous Mortem
Asylum in seedy Decanten City.
Her target is Jason Devere, a
death row serial killer
notorious for his precise and
grotesque murders. Lydia is
beautiful, ruthless and
manipulative – she always gets
what she wants. She knows the
only way to get Jason to speak
is to engage him in a
dangerous battle of wits. Local
detective and old friend Alex
Gilbey warns her off the case,
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but he has no idea just how far
Lydia will go to court darkness.
The more Lydia digs into
Jason's story, the clearer it
becomes that there is a bigger
story to uncover. But the
problem with playing with
killers is that they never play
nice... A glittering and
suspenseful debut
psychological thriller, Face of
Evil is impossible to put down.
Little Bones - Patricia Gibney
2021-09-22
She lifted up her
granddaughter from the cot,
clutched her to her chest and,
without looking at her beautiful
daughter lying dead on the
floor of her bedroom, ran from
the house. Only when she was
outside did she let a wail
escape her lips, frightening the
baby who joined in her
screams. When Isabel
Gallagher is found murdered
on the floor of her baby’s
nursery by her mother, it’s a
gruelling case for Detective
Lottie Parker. Isabel’s pyjamas
have been ripped, her throat
cut and an old-fashioned razor
blade placed in her hand. As
Lottie looks at the round blue

eyes and perfect chubby
cheeks of Isabel’s baby
daughter, she can’t understand
who would want to hurt this
innocent family. That very
same day she receives a call
with devastating news. Another
young mother, Joyce Breslin,
has gone missing, and her fouryear-old son Evan has been
abducted from daycare. Lottie
is sure that the missing mother
and son are linked to Isabel’s
death, and when she finds a
bloody razor blade in their
house, her worst fears are
confirmed. Desperate to find
little Evan, Lottie leaves no
stone unturned as she delves
into Isabel and Joyce’s pasts
and when she realises the two
women have been meeting in
secret, she knows she must
find out why. But when Joyce’s
body is found in a murky pond
and some little bones are found
on a windy hillside, it feels as if
this merciless killer will stop at
nothing. The bones aren’t
Evan’s but can they give Lottie
the final clue to find the
innocent child before more
lives are taken? This absolutely
gripping and unputdownable
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crime thriller from bestselling
author Patricia Gibney will
leave you gasping for breath. A
perfect read for fans of Angela
Marsons, Robert Dugoni and
Rachel Caine. What everyone’s
saying about Little Bones:
‘Wow ! Wow ! Wow ! Just
Brilliant !!! This book is a REAL
kick in the belly !! A disturbing
and heartbreaking story that
you won't soon forget ! Loved it
and highly recommend
!’Netgalley reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘Patricia Gibney’s books never
disappoint and this one is a
really gripping story. The
suspense builds and builds
until the shocking conclusion, I
don't think I drew breath for
the last couple of chapters.’
Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘Twisty and fast paced and had
me guessing throughout…I
found the story absolutely
gripping. Highly recommend.’
Netgalley reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I
couldn’t put it down. I finished
it in one sitting.’ Goodreads
reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I was gripped
by this incredible book from
the start. It was tense,
suspenseful, darkly disturbing,
creepy and at times heart-

breaking, a really enjoyable
read.’Fiction Vixen Reads,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Another brilliant book in
the Lottie Parker series. I don’t
know how Patricia does it but
each book is just as amazing as
the previous one in the series…
I recommend this book and
series 1000% you won’t be
disappointed. Hope we don’t
have to wait too long for the
next book in the series.’
Netgalley reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘Wow ladies and gentlemen!
This is definitely one that
shouldn't be missed! It’s an
over-the-top adrenaline rush of
a book. You know…the kind of
book where it ramps up into
one impossible situation on top
of another and another and
another…until you realize you
haven’t actually been breathing
for a page or two. A definite
must read of 2021!’ Avid
Reader, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Yet another
fantastic read in this series.
Lottie Parker, her family and
team are the absolute stars in
these books, but the plots are
also fabulous. I love police
procedurals and this series is
amongst the best around.’
Netgalley reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
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Broken Souls - Patricia
Gibney 2019-10-18
‘She shivered, though the
kitchen was warm. Icicles of
foreboding trickled down her
spine. With trembling hands
she whipped back her hair at
the nape of her neck. As she
turned away from the window,
she missed the shadow passing
by.’ One dark winter’s
morning, bride-to-be Cara
Dunne is found hanging in her
home, dressed in her wedding
dress, with a lock of hair
removed. Detective Lottie
Parker is first on the scene.
Looking at Cara’s bruised and
battered body, she wonders
who could have hated her
enough to kill her at the
happiest time of her life. The
case takes a darker turn that
afternoon with another
shocking discovery – the
broken body of a second young
woman, pushed from the roof
of the hospital where she
worked. Fiona Heffernan was
also due to be married, and her
body is clad in a wedding
dress, a lock of her hair cut off.
The killings seem so personal
that Lottie is convinced the

girls have been killed by
someone they knew. When she
goes to break the news to
Fiona’s family, she’s on the
alert for anything suspicious.
But then she makes a discovery
that causes her blood to run
cold – Fiona’s eight-year-old
daughter Lily didn’t return
home from her dance recital
that afternoon. Terrified that
Lily will be the next victim of a
twisted and dangerous
individual, Lottie takes the
case into her own hands,
risking her life when she comes
face-to-face with the killer… If
you love Karin Slaughter,
Robert Dugoni and Rachel
Caine, you’ll be hooked by this
heart-stopping thriller from
Patricia Gibney. Broken Souls
will keep you guessing until the
very last page! Read what
everybody is saying about
Broken Souls: ‘Brilliant as
always and totally addictive
and I loved it!!... This is a thrill
a minute police procedural that
just doesn’t let up, so many
twists and lots going on it
really is unputdownable but
that comes as no surprise as
every book in this series has
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been a 5 star read … Patricia
Gibney as always writes a
superb story never letting up
on the action and once more
providing us another 5 star
read and highly recommended.
‘ Goodreads Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I
have to say I got very excited
when I saw book 7 was out in
the Detective Lottie Parker
series, it’s no secret that I love
these books… How much can
one woman take… Another
great police procedural twisty
mystery to get your teeth into,
I cannot fault these books ever,
it has it all… Murder, love
drama, family dramas…. How
Lottie Parker is still a sane
woman is beyond me!!!’
Goodreads Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I
am a huge huge fan of Patricia
Gibney. I feel like I’ve known
Lottie Parker for years and I’m
rooting for her… I loved this
book. The perfect continuation
of her story. So many twists
and turns… no clue where the
book is heading until the end.
This is my all-time favourite
series… if you haven’t read
Patricia yet you’re in for a treat
as you have 7 books to read.
Highly recommend!!!!!’

Goodreads Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I
am a big fan of this series so
was delighted to get an ARC of
this book. As always there is a
good balance between the
personal life of the main
characters and the crimes they
are investigating… I really
enjoyed this book and look
forward avidly to the next one.’
Goodreads Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Read what everyone is saying
about Patricia Gibney:
‘AMAZING, BRILLIANT, THE
BEST BOOK I'VE READ IN A
LONG LONG TIME!!! It's not
often I've been left speechless
after reading a book but this
time I was!!!… From the very
start I was gripped and
couldn't put it down!!!… If I
could have given it ten stars I
would have!!!’ Goodreads
Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Dead Souls - Angela Marsons
2018-11
The truth was dead and buried
... until now. When a collection
of human bones is unearthed
during a routine archaeological
dig, a Black Country field
suddenly becomes a complex
crime scene for Detective Kim
Stone. As the bones are sorted,
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it becomes clear that the grave
contains more than one victim.
The bodies hint at
unimaginable horror, bearing
the markings of bullet holes
and animal traps. Forced to
work alongside Detective
Travis, with whom she shares a
troubled past, Kim begins to
uncover a dark secretive
relationship between the
families who own the land in
which the bodies were found.
But while Kim is immersed in
one of the most complicated
investigations she's ever led,
her team are caught up in a
spate of sickening hate crimes.
Kim is close to revealing the
truth behind the murders, yet
soon finds one of her own is in
jeopardy - and the clock is
ticking. Can she solve the case
and save them from grave
danger - before it's too late?
Silent Voices - Patricia Gibney
2021-02-05
She lay so still, blue eyes
shining, blonde hair fanned
out, her mouth stuck forever
open in a soundless scream…
When Rachel Mullen is found
dead by her only sister Beth,
her body twisted in an arc of

pain, Detective Lottie Parker
knows that she has been
murdered the minute she
enters the bedroom. Lottie’s
heart aches for Beth, all alone
in the world, whose last
memory of her sister will
forever be the brutal way she
was taken. And when Lottie
finds a shard of glass placed in
the young girl’s throat, she
fears that Rachel may be just
the first victim. The night
before, Rachel had attended a
party at a luxurious new
restaurant in Ragmullin, and
Lottie wastes no time in
tracking down the other
guests. But there are several
things troubling her: Rachel’s
handbag and keys are nowhere
to be found, and no one at the
party seems to have seen her
leave. Just as Lottie thinks
she’s onto something, her
worst fears are confirmed:
another woman is found
murdered… with glass in her
throat. The brilliant, young
doctor wasn’t a guest at the
party and Lottie is forced to
question everything. Desperate
to find proof of what really
happened that night, Lottie
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gets close to the hostess of the
party, whose two daughters
were friends with Rachel. But
Lottie’s hunt for the truth must
be getting under the killer’s
skin, because then her beloved
fiancé, Boyd, goes missing. Can
Lottie get in the mind of this
twisted killer before it’s too
late? Or will the man she loves
be silenced forever? An
unputdownable crime thriller
from bestselling author Patricia
Gibney, with an ending that
will blow your mind. If you like
Lisa Regan, Robert Dugoni and
Rachel Caine you’ll be totally
hooked by Silent Voices. What
everyone is saying about Silent
Voices: ‘A new book in this
series is like waking up on your
birthday and looking forward
to opening your gifts! It’s book
number 9 and I would not mind
reading a hundred more of
them with this great DI and her
team.’ B for Book Review,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'This was utterly
fantastic I loved every page. A
great storyline that had me
hanging on to every word…
holding my breath and that
ending! Everything about this
book was brilliant if I could

give it more than five stars I
would it was awesome.’
Bonnie’s Book Talk, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘Mesmerizing! Utterly thrilling!
Unputdownable! One of the
best series I have ever read. It
seems like nothing can stop
Patricia Gibney. Her writing is
excellent. The story flows like a
river with no dams, but many
waterfalls, and several
dangerous currents. Highly
recommended!’ The World is
Ours to Read, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘To say I
am buzzing after reading it is
not a lie… Super plot. So many
twists and turns from start to
finish. I thought I had it solved
but no there was more. Can't
wait for book 10. Netgalley
Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Wow. This
book moves at the rate of a
speeding train.’ Cathy Arnold,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘As always another
gripping thrilling read from
The D.I Lottie Parker series.
Without a doubt my favourite
detective out there...probably
because I've read them all.
Awesome!’ Bookworm⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘Another fantastic book in the
Lottie Parker series. It may be
book 9 but it’s still as good as
book 1… I was gripped from
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the first page as usual and
couldn’t wait to find out who
the killer was but also didn’t
want it to end. I just hope we
don’t have to wait too long for
book 10. I highly recommend
this book/series and author.’
Goodreads Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘A
rollercoaster of a read. I love
this series, the subplot and the
characters who are all
beautifully flawed and real.’
Goodreads Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Child's Play - Angela Marsons
2019-07-11
Finally we’re playing a game. A
game that I have chosen. I give
one last push of the
roundabout and stand back.
‘You really should have played
with me,’ I tell her again
although I know she can no
longer hear. Late one summer
evening, Detective Kim Stone
arrives at Haden Hill Park to
the scene of a horrific crime: a
woman in her sixties tied to a
swing with barbed wire and an
X carved into the back of her
neck. The victim, Belinda
Evans, was a retired college
Professor of Child Psychology.
As Kim and her team search
her home, they find an

overnight bag packed and
begin to unravel a complex
relationship between Belinda
and her sister Veronica. Then
two more bodies are found
bearing the same distinctive
markings, and Kim knows she
is on the hunt for a ritualistic
serial killer. Linking the
victims, Kim discovers they
were involved in annual
tournaments for gifted children
and were on their way to the
next event. With DS Penn
immersed in the murder case
of a young man, Kim and her
team are already stretched and
up against one of the most
ruthless killers they’ve ever
encountered. The clues lie in
investigating every child who
attended the tournaments,
dating back decades. Faced
with hundreds of potential
leads and a bereaved sister
who is refusing to talk, can Kim
get inside the mind of a killer
and stop another murder
before it’s too late? The
addictive new crime thriller
from multi-million copy,
number one bestseller Angela
Marsons explores the dark side
of child prodigies and will have
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you absolutely hooked. Read
what everyone is saying about
Child’s Play: ‘The must-read
thriller for the year. Fabulous
characters and well written. I
can't wait to read more by this
author.’ Goodreads Reviewer
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I have nothing but
praise for this amazing series,
11 books and counting and the
series keeps getting better with
each instalment. I highly
recommend this series to all
fans of original high -quality
mystery thrillers.’ Bookish
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Angela Marsons pushes
the limits again to bring us the
best of crime fiction! To me,
reaching a point where you
trust an author this much with
your precious time, is
invaluable… This is why finding
your happy place, your go-to
people, your - rather deadly dreamland is the best feeling in
the world and I must thank
Angela Marsons for never
letting me down…’
Chocolate’n’Waffles ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘Loved loved this book, Angela
has done it again, just brilliant.
This story is great pulls you in
from the first page and never
lets go…Get it, read it, you

won't be disappointed.’
Goodreads Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘The quality of Angela Marsons
writing has never diminished
over the entire series. The
release of a Kim Stone novel is
an event to look forward to.
Full of engaging characters
and humour this series is fast
becoming one of my favourites.
I wish I could give it more than
5 stars because it certainly
deserves it. Excellent and I
happily recommend it and the
series to anyone.’ Goodreads
Reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Superb!!...
one of the best openings to a
book I have read…DI Kim
Stone is one of my favourite all
time characters in this genre…
This is one of the best books in
the series and as this is already
book 11 in the series that says
a lot as not a lot of authors can
keep producing books this
strong and so well written very, very highly
recommended!!’
Donnasbookblog ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Wow,
Wow, Wow, Wow Wow!!! How
did I not see any of that
coming!...I could barely put the
book down…’ Rachel’s Random
Reads ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Marsons for me
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is the QUEEN of this genre.
She knows how to add the
human touch to each story and
I just adore her. Bloody
FABULOUS.’ Postcard Reviews
The Forgotten Woman - Angela
Marsons 2016-05-14
Two ordinary women. Two
damaged lives. One friendship
that would save them both Kit
Mason has lived a life of
unimaginable pain. An exprostitute, she has fled the
clutches of an abusive pimp
and now finds herself living
hand to mouth in a new city,
without anyone to help her.
Frances Thornton seems to be
living the perfect life. A lawyer
from a privileged background,
her perfect façade hides the
painful secrets that still haunt
her. Brought together by their
attempts to conquer their
addictions in an Alcoholics
Anonymous meeting, the two
women strike up an unlikely
friendship. But can they find
strength in each other – or will
the demons of their past catch
up with them? A compelling,
moving and ultimately uplifting
novel about overcoming the
very worst life can throw at you

and starting over. The perfect
read for fans of Jodi Picoult and
Amanda Prowse. See what
readers are saying about The
Forgotten Woman: ‘This story
will pull at your heart strings,
and you will never forget it. I
loved it!... a very moving and
emotionally inspiring novel
about overcoming adversities
and starting over.’ Consumer
Reviewer ‘Raw, gritty, tender,
and so very genuine. With
characters so real you can't
help but be completely
engrossed…I devoured this
book in two sittings.’ (5 stars)
Honest Book Reviews ‘This is
the second non crime book I've
read by Angela Marsons and as
a crime fiction obsessive I just
want to say wow wow
wow!...Reading this book had
me in tears, in fits of laughter
and feeling angry all at the
same time…a well-deserved 5
star read!’ (5 stars) Chapter in
my Life ‘I love Angela Marsons'
Kim Stone series and so was
eager to read something from
her that's a bit different…I
loved this book, the story
completely enveloped me and I
thought the characters and
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subjects were sensitively
handled.’ Purple Bookstand
‘This is a gripping, tension
filled story…I read this through
in one sitting, it is a compelling
read.’ (5 stars) Angry Grey Cat
Reads ‘A stunningly feelgood
novel…This is a very well
written book where you
instantly feel empathy for the
characters, what they gone
through and how they have
dealt with it in their own
way…A heartfelt read.’ (5
stars) Nicki’s Book Blog This is
a story of strength and the
power of friendship…I couldn’t
stop reading.’ (5 stars) Many
Books Many Lives ‘I found this
book very hard to put
down…I'm giving this one 5
stars not just because it is well
earned, but also because it is
superior storytelling...I
thoroughly enjoyed every page
and had I not already been a
big fan, this book alone would
have me chasing up anything
by this author. Angela Marsons
delivers again!’ (5 stars) The
Reading Room ‘I had a lot of
trouble putting this one down.
It was well-written and
incredibly gripping. I was so

emotionally invested into these
characters.’ Dee’s Rad Reads
and Reviews
Blood Lines - Angela Marsons
2016-11-04
Dead Souls - Angela Marsons
2017-04-28
Dying Truth - Angela Marsons
2018-05-18
Fractured Truth - Susan
Furlong 2018-12-18
When the mutilated remains of
a young woman are found in an
Appalachian Mountain cave,
newly sworn-in deputy sheriff
Brynn Callahan is forced to
track down a killer driven by
twisted motives . . . Not long
after donning the uniform of
the McCreary County Sheriff's
department in Bone Gap,
Tennessee, ex-Marine Brynn
Callahan faces her first official
homicide. On a cold February
morning, a lone cross-country
skier stumbles across the
mutilated body of a young
woman. Sent to investigate,
Brynn is shocked when she
recognizes the victim as a
fellow Traveller, Maura Keene.
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Maura held a solid standing
both within the Travellers’
insular community and among
the settled townspeople—a fact
that makes her murder all the
more disturbing to Brynn, who
also straddles the two worlds.
After her trained K-9, Wilco,
digs up human bones, and then
a scrap of paper scrawled with
arcane Latin phrases is
uncovered, Brynn finds
evidence leading her to
question those closest to
her—and closing the case
becomes a deeply personal
matter. While trying to
suppress local superstitions
and prejudices, Brynn
discovers that Maura was
keeping a dangerous secret.
And as the bones Wilco found
are analyzed by forensics,
Brynn harbors the troubling
suspicion that she knows who
they belong to. Still struggling
with PTSD, Brynn must put her
career on the line and her life
at risk to find justice for a
woman not unlike
herself—haunted by her past,
and caught in a vicious cycle
she may never escape . . .
Bone Cold - Erica Spindler

2010-12-01
Twenty-three years ago Anna
North survived a living
nightmare. A madman
kidnapped her, cut off her
pinkie, then vanished. Today
Anna lives in New Orleans,
writing dark thrillers under
another name. She finally feels
safe. Suddenly Anna's quiet life
takes a frightening turn.
Letters start to arrive from a
disturbed fan. Anna is followed,
her apartment broken into.
Then a close friend disappears.
Anna turns to homicide
detective Quentin Malone, but
Malone's more concerned with
the recent murders of two
women in the French Quarter.
But after a third victim is
found—a redhead like Anna,
her pinkie severed—Malone is
forced to acknowledge that
Anna is his link to the
killer…and could be the next
target. Now Anna must face
the horrifying truth—her past
has caught up with her. The
nightmare has begun again.
Blood Lines - Angela Marsons
2018-05-31
How do you catch a killer who
leaves no trace? A victim killed
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with a single, precise stab to
the heart appears at first to be
a robbery gone wrong. But for
Detective Kim Stone,
something doesn't add up.
When a drug addict is found
murdered with an identical
wound, Kim knows instinctively
that she is dealing with the
same killer. But with nothing to
link the two victims, this could
be her most difficult case yet.
Desperate to catch the twisted
individual, Kim's focus is
shaken by the reappearance of
Dr. Alex Thorne, the sociopath
who Kim put behind bars. And
this time, Alex is determined to
hit where it hurts most,
bringing Kim face-to-face with
the woman responsible for the
death of Kim's twin brother-her own mother. As the body
count increases, Kim and her
team unravel a web of dark
secrets, bringing them closer
to the killer. But one of their
own could be in mortal danger.
Only this time, Kim might not
be strong enough to save
them...
Bone Deep - Charles Henry
Bosworth 2022-02-22
The explosive, first-ever

insider’s account of a case that
continues to fascinate the
public—the shocking wrongful
conviction of Russell Faria for
his wife’s murder—a gripping
read told by New York Times
bestselling true crime expert
Charles Bosworth Jr. and Joel J.
Schwartz, the defense attorney
who battled for justice, and
ultimately prevailed. On
December 27th, 2011, Russell
Faria returned to his Troy,
Missouri, home after his
weekly game night with friends
to an unthinkable, grisly scene:
His wife, Betsy, lay dead, a
knife still lodged in her neck.
She’d been stabbed fifty-five
times. First responders
concluded that Betsy was dead
for hours when Russ
discovered her. No blood was
found implicating Russ, and
surveillance video, receipts,
and friends’ testimony all
supported his alibi. Yet
incredibly, police and the
prosecuting attorney ignored
the evidence. In their minds,
Russ was guilty. But prominent
defense attorney Joel J.
Schwartz quickly recognized
the real killer. The motive was
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clear. Days before her murder,
the terminally ill Betsy
replaced her husband with her
friend, Pamela Hupp, as her
life insurance beneficiary. Still,
despite the prosecution’s flimsy
case and Hupp’s transparent
lies, Russ was
convicted—leaving Hupp free
to kill again. Bone Deep takes
readers through the perfect
storm of miscalculations and
missteps that led to an
innocent man’s conviction—and
recounts Schwartz’s successful
battle to have that conviction
overturned. Written with Russ
Faria’s cooperation, and filled
with chilling new revelations
and previously undisclosed
evidence, this is the story of
what can happen when police,
prosecutor, judge, and jury all
fail in their duty to protect the
innocent—and let a killer get
away with murder.
Cut to the Bone - Ellison
Cooper 2020-07-14
In Ellison Cooper's new
standalone novel Cut to the
Bone, a bus full of high school
students has disappeared from
Washington D.C. and FBI
neuroscientist Sayer Altair

must hunt down the culprit
who has a link to her own past.
After grieving the death of her
fiancé and almost losing her
job, Agent Sayer Altair is finally
starting to rebuild her life. Her
research into the minds of
psychopaths is breaking new
ground and her strange little
family is thriving. But Sayer’s
newfound happiness is
threatened when she is called
in to investigate a girl’s body
left inside a circle of animal
figurines below a cryptic
message written in blood.
When they discover that the
dead girl is one of twenty-four
missing high school students,
Sayer quickly realizes that
nothing in this case is what it
seems. As the investigation
draws her in to a tangled web
of fake identities and false
leads, the trail soon begins to
point directly to her own life.
Now, Sayer must confront her
painful past to uncover her
connection to the deranged
killer if she hopes to save the
missing teens and protect
everything that she loves.
The Bone Keeper - Luca Veste
2019-02-05
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He'll slice your flesh. Your
bones he'll keep. The Bone
Keeper's coming. And he'll
make you weep. What if the
figure that haunted your
nightmares as a child was real?
Twenty years ago, four
teenagers went exploring in
the local woods, trying to find
the supposed home of the Bone
Keeper. Only three returned.
Now, a woman is found
wandering the streets,
horrifically injured, claiming to
have fled the evil urban myth.
And then a body turns up.
Lost Girls - Angela Marsons
2015-11-06
Dead Memories - Angela
Marsons 2019-02-22
She ruined their lives. Now
they’re going to destroy hers.
‘Someone is recreating every
traumatic point in your life.
They are doing this to make
you suffer, to make you hurt
and the only possible end game
can be death. Your death.’ On
the fourth floor of Chaucer
House, two teenagers are
found chained to a radiator.
The boy is dead but the girl is
alive. For Detective Kim Stone

every detail of the scene
mirrors her own terrifying
experience with her brother
Mikey, when they lived in the
same tower block thirty years
ago. When the bodies of a
middle-aged couple are
discovered in a burnt-out car,
Kim can’t ignore the chilling
similarity to the death of Erica
and Keith – the only loving
parents Kim had ever known.
Faced with a killer who is
recreating traumatic events
from her past, Kim must face
the brutal truth that someone
wants to hurt her in the worst
way possible. Desperate to stay
on the case, she is forced to
work with profiler Alison Lowe
who has been called in to
observe and monitor Kim’s
behaviour. Kim has spent years
catching dangerous criminals
and protecting the innocent.
But with a killer firmly fixed on
destroying Kim, can she solve
this complex case and save her
own life or will she become the
final victim? The heartstopping and totally addictive
new crime thriller from multimillion copy number one
bestseller Angela Marsons will
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have you completely hooked.
Read what everyone is saying
about Dead Memories: ‘The
book I've been waiting for
without even knowing that I
was… A great starting point for
anyone new to the series… I
couldn't put the book down…It
is completely addictive and
easily my new favourite in this
series, I have a feeling I've said
that before, but what can I say
Angela Marsons seems to
outdo herself each and every
time.’ Rachel’s Random Reads,
5 stars ‘As always, another
brilliant book by Angela
Marsons featuring Detective
Kim Stone and her team…
Fast-paced and dark it kept me
gripped from the first page to
the last. Utterly
superb.’Goodreads Reviewer, 5
stars ‘The author writes to
such a consistently high level.
Yet again, gripping plot line,
strong characters and a wellpaced story that builds to a
crescendo. If you haven't
already tried this author do
yourself a favour and start
reading now.’ Worcester
Source, 5 stars ‘Wow! Just
wow.I knew I would be

engrossed in this book so
cleared my schedule today to
read it cover to cover. I’m so
glad I did!...’ Goodreads
Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Once again,
she delivers a fast-paced,
action-packed nail-biting roller
coaster ride of a book… This is
one series that just gets better
with each book.’ Goodreads
Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Reading this
instalment of Kim's life is like
catching up with an old
friend…Each book gives you
some insight into her past…
Angela gives to us yet another
riveting, gritty, chilling insight
into Kim's world… One scene in
the book moved me to tears.’
booksbehindthetitle, 5 stars ‘I
loved getting further into Kim’s
psyche and learning more
about her which only makes
you like the character more.
Bring on book eleven!’
Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars I
blooming love this series. I love
Kim, her vulnerability and
tenacity, I love the interaction
and banter between the
characters…., another cracking
addition to an already brilliant
and well established series.’
Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars
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‘The uber-sharp Kim Stone has
to be one of the best detectives
out there. A twisty, fast-paced
plot stocked with red herrings.’
Bookpreneur, 5 stars ‘Angela
Marsons is fast becoming one
of the best crime fiction
authors going. The Laughing
Librarian, 5 stars
Broken Bones - Angela
Marsons 2017-11-03
Play Dead - Angela Marsons
2019-09-10
The girl's smashed-in face
stared unseeing up to the blue
sky, soil spilling out of her
mouth. A hundred flies hovered
above the bloodied mess.
Westerley research facility is
not for the faint-hearted. A
"body farm" investigating
human decomposition, its
inhabitants are corpses in
various states of decay. But
when Detective Kim Stone and
her team discover the fresh
body of a young woman, it
seems a killer has discovered
the perfect cover to bury their
crime. Then a second girl is
attacked and left for dead, her
body drugged and mouth filled
with soil. It's clear to Stone and

the team that a serial killer is
at work -- but just how many
bodies will they uncover? And
who is next? As local reporter,
Tracy Frost, disappears, the
stakes are raised. The past
seems to hold the key to the
killer's secrets -- but can Kim
uncover the truth before a
twisted, damaged mind claims
another victim ...?
The Cove - Malcolm Richards
2017-11-14
Book 1 of 3 The smallest towns
have the darkest secrets...
When Carrie's son, Cal,
vanished from the Cornish
town of Devil's Cove, she
thought she’d lost him for
good. Seven years later, a
teenager has been found
washed up on the beach. It’s
Carrie’s son. And he’s alive. No
longer the sweet boy she
remembers, Cal is deeply
troubled, wildly unpredictable,
and a growing danger to
everyone around him. Now,
Carrie must unravel the
mystery of what happened to
her son before it’s too late.
Because a serial killer is
stalking the streets of Devil’s
Cove. And another young child
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is missing... Set against the
wild backdrop of Cornwall, The
Cove is the first part of a nailbiting thriller trilogy about a
mother's fight to save her son
from the grip of evil. *** "Wow!
Just wow!" - Readers' Favorite
"Downright chilling." Tranquility Book Reviews "Gets
your heart racing." - Reading
Out Loud "A must read!" - SJ's
Book Blog "I was riveted to the
pages." - A Wonderful World of
Words
Broken Dolls - Sarah Flint
2018-08-07
The all NEW heart-stopping,
un-put-downable serial killer
thriller from the bestselling
author of Mummy's Favourite.
A baby lies abandoned amongst
the rubbish; her tiny face as
white as alabaster, her body as
stiff as a miniature doll. A
young prostitute lies beaten,
her figure lying like a
mannequin on the frozen
concrete, her blood spilt, her
life ebbing away. As DC
'Charlie' Stafford and her boss
DI Hunter struggle to identify
the victim from the violator
their hunt brings them to the
crack houses of Lambeth,

littered with damaged people,
their lives scarred by tragedy
and violence, most broken
beyond repair. As further lives
hang in the balance Charlie
must enpower the weak to
speak out against those who
seek to cause harm. But can a
broken doll ever truly be
mended; or will the wounds of
the past, fashion the events of
the future? Perfect for the fans
of Angela Marsons, Patricia
Gibney and Cara Hunter.
Forgotten Bones - Vivian Barz
2019-08
An unlikely pair teams up to
investigate a brutal murder in
a haunting thriller that walks
the line between reality and
impossibility. When small-town
police officers discover the
grave of a young boy, they're
quick to pin the crime on a
convicted criminal who lives
nearby. But when it comes to
murder, Officer Susan Marlan
never trusts a simple
explanation, so she's just
getting started. Meanwhile,
college professor Eric Evans
hallucinates a young boy in
overalls: a symptom of his
schizophrenia--or so he thinks.
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But when more bodies turn up,
Eric has more visions, and they
mirror details of the murder
case. As the investigation
continues, the police stick with
their original conclusion, but
Susan's instincts tell her
something is off. The higherups keep stonewalling her, and
the FBI's closing in. Desperate
for answers, Susan goes rogue
and turns to Eric for help.
Together they take an
unorthodox approach to the
case as the evidence keeps
getting stranger. With Eric's
hallucinations intensifying and
the body count rising, can the
pair separate truth from
illusion long enough to catch a
monster?
Evil Games - Angela Marsons
2015-05-29
The greater the Evil, the
deadlier the game… When a
rapist is found mutilated in a
brutal attack, Detective Kim
Stone and her team are called
in to bring a swift resolution.
But, as more vengeful killings
come to light, it soon becomes
clear that there is someone far
more sinister at work. With the
investigation quickly gathering

momentum, Kim finds herself
exposed to great danger and in
the sights of a lethal individual
undertaking their own twisted
experiment. Up against a
sociopath who seems to know
her every weakness, for
Detective Stone, each move
she makes could be deadly. As
the body count starts to mount,
Kim will have to dig deeper
than ever before to stop the
killing. And this time - it’s
personal. Absolutely
unputdownable, nail-bitingly
tense and with a twist that will
put your jaw on the floor. If you
love Karin Slaughter, Val
McDermid or Robert Dugoni,
this will keep you flipping
through the pages long into the
night, and desperate to read
the rest in this multi-millioncopy, international bestselling
series. Watch out for more
from Detective Kim Stone What
readers are saying about Evil
Games: ‘You will not put this
down, you will not sleep and
you will love every second of
it!' Amazon Reviewer, 5 Stars
‘Exciting… chilling… totally
thrilling. This is one book that
exceeded all of my
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expectations… Get yourself
ready to take a day off and
immerse yourself in this book.
It is worth it.’ Northern Crime
‘This story has everything...
riveting, emotional, sad and
most of all it has a depth that
not many novels can claim to
have… I highly recommend this
one. Simply brilliant.’ Postcard
Reviews ‘Wow wow wow… I
loved this book from the first
page to the last.’ Amazon
Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘A
rollercoaster ride… full of
twists, turns and red herrings.
Just when you have cracked the
case along comes a twist to
send you in the opposite
direction.' Ginger Book Geek
‘Gripping and emotive… I have
read hundreds of authors in my
time but Angela tops the bill.’
Amazon Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘How
do you guarantee an edge of
seat reading experience? You
read Angela Marsons.’ Amazon
Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Angela
Marsons has done it again! Evil
Games is an absolutely
cracking, five-star read – I
devoured it in one sitting… I
have, once again, been left
panting in the corner in dire

need of a cup of tea!’ Reading
Room with a View ‘I'm a little
bit speechless to be honest at
just how incredible this book
was... Evil Games is a must
read book.’ Book Addict Shaun
‘Silent Scream (Book 1) was
quite brilliant. Evil Games
(Book 2) is EXCEPTIONAL.
Clearly, the current rating
system is broken as it’s unable
to accommodate books of this
calibre. So I give you – 6/5.’
Little Bookness Lane ‘Evil
Games is a clever, actionpacked journey into some of
society's darkest places,
crackling with tension and wit.
And DI Kim Stone is the most
fascinating character to arrive
on the scene since Val
McDermid gave us Tony Hill.
This is a no-brainer. Read Evil
Games. You won't regret it.’
Mark Edwards ‘Evil Games is a
fabulously dark and chilling
read… I am a huge fan of D.I.
Kim Stone and can't
recommend this series highly
enough.’ By the Letter Book
Reviews
Fatal Promise - Angela
Marsons 2018-10-19
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Final Betrayal - Patricia
Gibney 2019-04-18
‘She lifted the flap of the
envelope and pulled out the
single white page. As she
opened it up she stared, open
mouthed. Four words were
typed on the page. I am
watching you.’ When Amy
Whyte and Penny Brogan leave
a local nightclub in the early
hours of Sunday morning and
don’t arrive home, their
families are beside themselves
with worry. Conor Dowling has
just been released from prison,
a man full of hatred for Amy,
the girl who put him behind
bars in the first place. The case
is given to Detective Lottie
Parker, when the girls’ bloodsoaked bodies are found, days
later, in a derelict squat.
Chillingly, both girls are
clutching silver coins in their
hands – what message is this
killer leaving behind? All the
signs point to Conor but his
alibi is water tight. As Lottie
examines Penny and Amy’s
final days alive in a desperate
search for clues, two more girls
are found stabbed to death in a
luxury apartment complex.

Caught up in what is fast
becoming her toughest case
yet, Lottie is unaware that
somebody is watching her
every move. Then Lottie’s two
daughters, Katie and Chloe
suddenly disappear from the
town centre. Terrified that the
killer has her girls, the stakes
have never been higher for
Lottie. But as Lottie puts
everything on the line to find
her daughters and solve the
case, she’s about to find herself
in terrible danger – someone
has a personal axe to grind
with her and they know the
best way to get to her is to hurt
the ones she loves the most. If
you love Karin Slaughter,
Robert Dugoni and Rachel
Abbott, you’ll be hooked by this
heart-stopping thriller from
Patricia Gibney. Final Betrayal
will keep you guessing until the
very last page. Readers are
loving Final Betrayal: ‘Another
absolutely riveting, gut
gripping and unputdownable
book from Patricia Gibney!!
Had this read in record time!!
From start to finish it was
brilliant!! Literally can't wait
for the next one and the
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outcome for Lottie and
Boyd!!!!’ Goodreads Reviewer,
5 stars ‘A dark and gripping
read…There are so many heart
stopping moments that had me
hold my breath. I was carried
along by the authors writing,
making assumptions along the
way. Lets just say nil points to
me as I totally got it wrong.
Final Betrayal is a story that is
guaranteed to set your pulse
racing. I was totally hooked
and enjoyed being part of this
thrilling journey that I was
taken on alongside Lottie
whose character I really
enjoyed. Without a doubt I will
be going back and reading the
rest of the books in the series
as this just ticked all the boxes
for what I look for in a crime
series.’
Bytheletterbookreviews, 5 stars
‘I adore Lottie Parker … go
pick up the latest release by
this fabulous author. Patricia
Gibney is the best!!!!’

Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars
‘Well I am now a fan of Lottie
Parker !! This is my first book
in the series but I am off to buy
the rest ! Final Betrayal is a
page turning, twists and turns
book. So many dead bodies. I
can tell you that if I am missing
or in trouble , it's Lottie Parker
and her team of detectives I
want on my side …Can't wait to
read more of Lottie's exploits!’
Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars
‘An epic, compelling story …I
look forward to getting
reacquainted with DI Lottie
Parker every time a new book
comes out, and I’m yet to be
disappointed. In fact, every
time one comes out, I make the
same mistake of picking it up
and starting, not realising I’m
going to get very little done
until I’ve finished it. Yes, it
happened again, I read this
book over two days, well I did
have to stop to sleep.’ Nigel
Adams Bookworm, 5 stars
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